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Haystax Customer Successes
A 20-year history of security risk innovation

Company milestones

1998 
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2004 

2008 

2010 

2012

2014

2016
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2011

2013

2015

2017

deployments, to City of Tampa FL

First of several U.S. intelligence fusion 

centers choose us for domain awareness and 

eight largest 

urban areas statewide

First of many large special event security 

deployments, to include eight Super Bowls, 

15 out of the 20  largest urban areas in the 

infrastructure

largest insider threat program in the country

Wins

Launch of current-generation Haystax Analytics 

Platform; fifth analytics patent awarded

Files first of four risk analytics patent

applications

Indianapolis 500, 2012 RNC Convention 

and Pope Francis’s 2015 U.S. visit

U.S. use our analytics to help protect critical

U.S. defense agency selects Haystax for 

Continuous Evaluation program

Florida Dept. of Education (FDOE) chooses 

Haystax to manage safety assessments at 

6,000+ schools across the state; Boston works 

with Haystax following marathon bombing

National Australia Bank uses Haystax to 

detect hidden cyber-fraud events

FDOE adds incident and threat management 

capabilities to its platform; large federal law 

enforcement agency initiates pilot of our 

platform for insider threat

U.S. defense agency uses our platform for the

2018
Haystax analytics chosen by top U.S. mutual 

fund company to detect and mitigate insider 

threats; top-tier U.S. defense contractor pilots 

Haystax system for insider threat detection

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

starts allocating >$20 billion in grants using 

our risk-based analytics methodology 

Federal Emergency Management Agency uses 

our risk analytics methodology to develop 

nationwide State Preparedness Report
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Our mission
At Haystax, our mission is to proactively mitigate security risks, using pioneering artificial intelligence techniques 

and a user-friendly software platform to enable decision-makers to respond rapidly and with confidence.

Haystax is a leading security analytics platform provider, 

delivering advanced risk-mitigation solutions that enable rapid 

understanding and response to virtually any type of cyber or 

physical threat. Based on a patented model-driven approach 

that applies multiple artificial intelligence techniques, Haystax 

solutions reason like a team of expert analysts to detect complex 

threats and prioritize risks in real time at scale. All our products 

are designed to be predictive and transparent, and to enhance 

existing analyst and decision-maker workflows. That’s why top 

federal government agencies and large commercial enterprises, 

as well as state and local public-safety organizations, rely on 

Haystax for more effective protection of their critical systems, 

data, facilities and people. 

Haystax is wholly owned by Fishtech Group, a leading provider 

of cloud-focused, data-driven cybersecurity solutions. Fishtech 

is based in Kansas City, Missouri.

The Haystax Analytics Platform flexes to a wide array of 

solutions to meet evolving security challenges. By using Haystax, 

organizations can move to a more dynamic and predictive risk 

posture, making better-informed decisions and streamlining 

response times.

Our products include:

• Haystax for Insider Threat: The only solution that establishes 

and continuously evaluates a ‘whole-person’ model of 

trustworthiness to pinpoint insider threats early and accurately.

• Haystax for Public Safety: Enables users to detect, monitor, 

analyze, communicate and respond to emerging threats 

and ongoing incidents from a single incident management 

system – for use by corporate security teams, as well as law 

enforcement and public safety agencies.

Awards
Over the past two decades, Haystax has won numerous corporate and product awards. Here are some of our more recent ones:

Security Analytics Top 100 Global Insider Threat Prevention

SINET 16 Security Analytics Top 100 N. America


